your best.
Nasal and nasal pillows
range of masks

THE RIGHT MASK FOR YOU
The masks featured in this brochure
are examples of our nasal and nasal
pillows range.

NASAL
MASK

What is a nasal mask?
Most nasal masks consist of a cushion that covers the entire
nose between the nasal bridge and the upper lip, or a cushion
that cradles the nose. Nasal masks are a great option if you:
yy Breathe through your nose
yy Prefer less coverage on your face

We’re so sure that you will love our AirFitTM nasal
and nasal pillows masks, that we are offering
a 14 day money back guarantee if you are not
completely satisfied.*
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

*Terms and conditions apply. See in store for details.

At ResMed we believe that mask performance is nonnegotiable. A mask should seal firmly but comfortably, no
matter how you sleep. And it should not be a struggle to find
a model that suits you. That’s why we’ve created a wide range
of masks that have an array of features designed to meet
different needs. After all, every face is different.

NASAL
PILLOWS MASK

What is a nasal pillows mask?
A nasal pillows mask is a lightweight and compact mask with
tubular silicone inserts that go slightly inside your nostrils to
deliver air. Nasal pillows masks are a great option for:
yy Reading or watching TV in bed
yy Reducing facial markings

Speak to your ResMed Authorised Dealer about finding
the right mask to help you adjust to therapy, and receive
optimum results night after night.

Designed to fit you
and your lifestyle
AirFit N30 is our lightest mask yet.* It features
QuietAirTM vent technology, an adjustable
QuickFitTM headgear and a curved cushion that
cradles under your nose for a comfortable fit
that’s also discrete.1
AirFit N30 includes Small, Medium and Small-Wide cushions.

* As of October 2019. The total weight of AirFit N30, which includes the headgear and
excludes the packaging, is 45g.
1 ResMed guided external clinical study of 27 experienced CPAP mask users from
30 August to 11 September, 2019 in Sydney, AU who trialled ResMed AirFit N30 and a
competitor nasal mask at home for 7 nights. CPAP users rated subjective criteria for
AirFit N30 and the competitor nasal mask on a Likert Scale of 0-10.

A lightweight mask
to fit your sleep
AirFit P10 and AirFit P10 for Her nasal pillows masks
are designed to be as comfortable and unobtrusive
as possible, and offer premium comfort and ease
of use without compromising stability.
AirFit P10 includes Small, Medium and Large pillows and
comes with a Standard size headgear. AirFit P10 for Her
includes X-Small, Small and Medium pillows and comes with
an AirFit P10 for Her headgear. Compatible with AirMini TM.

QuietAirTM woven-mesh
venting gently directs
expelled air.

Freedom to sleep in many positions
AirFit N30i features a top-of-the-head tube design
and nasal cradle cushion that sits comfortably
under the nose, so you can sleep in many positions.
A great option for side sleepers.
AirFit N30i is available in Small and Standard. Both sizes come
with Small, Medium and Small-Wide cushions. The Small mask
comes with a Small size headgear and the Standard mask comes
with a Standard size headgear.

Sleep the way you want
AirFit P30i offers a nasal pillows cushion option for
those who prefer a top-of-the-head tube design. Its
tube-up design means the mask stays out of sight
and out of the way, giving you the freedom to sleep
in many positions.
AirFit P30i is available in Small and Standard. The Small mask
comes with a Small size headgear and includes Small and Medium
size cushions. The Standard mask comes with a Standard size
headgear and includes Small, Medium and Large size cushions.

Easy to fit, comfortable to use
AirFit N20 and AirFit N20 for Her nasal masks
are comfortable to use, thanks to the lightness
and softness of the InfinitySeal™cushion, frame,
headgear and EasyClick magnetic clips. With its
streamlined, minimal-contact fit and under-eye
frame, the AirFit N20 gives great visual freedom.
AirFit N20 is available in Medium and Large sizes.
AirFit N20 for Her also available. Compatible with AirMini.

Classic fit with traditional support
AirFit N20 Classic is designed for simplicity and fit.
Combining a supportive, classic style and advanced
sealing technology, it's an ideal choice for those seeking
dependability and comfort in therapy.

AirFit N20 Classic is available in Small, Medium
and Large sizes. Compatible with AirMini.

Awaken
your best.
BECOME A VIP TODAY...
Take advantage of a range of exclusive
member benefits.*

Extended warranty**
50% warranty extension on ResMed products.

Feel supported
Access to our friendly product support line.

Stay informed
Access to a range of educational articles and videos.

Get special offers
Be part of exciting promotions and special offers.

*sleepvantage membership is available to residents of Aus and NZ.
**Terms and conditions apply. See website for more information.

For more information, contact sleepvantage today
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